
PYROMANCY – FIREARTS
Casting Dice
When casting a spell, invest any number of fire dice into it. The spell’s
effectiveness depends the roll result and number of dice.

[dice] means the number of dice rolled.
[sum] means total sum of the rolled dice.

Fire Magic
Fire magic draws upon the embers within the caster’s souls. Most
humans have a spiritual flame too weak to manifest, but by stealing
fire from others they may become more powerful.

Fire Dice
You have fire dice equal to half your level, rounded up. When you cast
a spell, invest any number of fire dice (d6). Any die coming up 1-3
return to the pool, while rolls of 4+ are spent.

Recovering Fire Dice
• Resting one hour by a campfire: recover 1 die.
• Sleeping the night by a large fire: recover all dice.
• Gaining a new die: recover all dice.
• Eating flame: recover 1 die instantly but take 1d6 damage.

Gaining Additional Fire Dice
• Slaying a dragon: +1 to +4, depending on size
• Slaying an Pyromancer: +1 to +3, depending on Level
• Embers in the Deep Earth: generally +1 each

For information on class advancement and spells, see the back.
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Pyromancer Acquired Abilities
Flow Control – each spell cast, you may use d4’s or d8’s as casting dice.
Using d4’s counts as -1 [dice], and d8’s counts as +1 [dice].

Burnout - you may cast spells without using fire dice, instead dealing
yourself [sum] fire damage (ignoring armor).

Blaze – fire dice return to the pool on rolls of 1-4, if they were rolled as
d6 or d8.

Phoenix – if [sum] > 25 on your Final Flame, resurrect with [sum]-25
HP and no Fire Dice left. Your flesh will be new and unscarred.

Level Ability

1 +1 Fire Die, 1 common spell

2 Flow Control

3 +1 Fire Die, 1 common spell

4 Burnout

5 +1 Fire Die, 1 rare spell

6 Blaze

7 +1 Fire Die, 1 rare spell

8 Phoenix

9 +1 Fire Die, 1 lost spell

PYROMANCERADVANCEMENT CHART

Pyromancer Spells
You start with one Fire Die and
one common spell. You may
learn more spells than those
provided by level advancement
by either studying for several
months, or by spending a week
and 5 Experience points.

Spell improvements cost 2 Exp.
each, or can be attained by
studying for 3 months with the
appropriate materials.

FIREDICE

Max

Pyromancer Base Abilities
 Ignition – as long as you have any fire dice remaining, you can
ignite readily flammable materials within around 10 meters.

 Final Flame – when you are felled, roll all remaining fire dice.
Anything within 10 meters takes [sum] damage. When you die, this
blast adds your full max fire dice to the roll as well.



COMMON SPELLS RARE SPELLS
These spells can be learned naturally by any pyromancer, requiring no
special materials or teachers. It takes 5 months to learn by study.

 Combustion
A fierce flame deals [sum] damage to one target in melee range.
□ Toss: the flame can be thrown up to 25 meters.
□ Burst: anything within 2 m of the flame takes damage as well.
□ Concussive: the flame stuns as if it did twice the damage.

 Sear
Deal [dice] injury to a target you touch, and cauterize up to [dice]
tumors or open wounds. The burn is highly shapeable. Can be used to
burn flammable material with high precision.
□ Lens: increase the range to 25 meters (needs line of sight).
□ Seek: you know where the target is for [sum] days after the cast.
□ Judge: the target takes ±[dice] damage for 1 hour, your choice.

 Invigorate
With a 10-minute meditation, restore [sum] HP to a target you touch.
□ Ward: excess HP becomes a shield for one hour.
□ Fervor: grants a +[dice] bonus to saves for 4 hours.
□ Flare: you can cast the spell instantly for half effect.

 Body Manipulation
Do [dice] of these to yourself: be unaffected by heat and cold, ignore
the effects of (but not accumulation of) exhaustion, recover 1 point of
injury over the duration; lasts 8 hours.
□ Morph: you may move [dice] points between stats for the duration.
□ Sustain: bypass the effects of a wound for the duration.
□ Gift: you may cast this spell on a target you touch.

 Temperature Control
Raise the ambient temperature by [sum] °C, or raise the temperature of
a single object by five times as much, over a minute. It cools normally.
□ Flash: the temperature change is near instant.
□ Chill: you may lower the temperature instead, by half [sum].
□ Gift: you may cast this spell on a target you touch.

These are known, by general effect, by most pyromancers. They take 40
months to learn by study, or 20 if you have a master to teach you.

 Iron Flesh
Set Soak to the average of your current Soak and 6+[dice] for [sum]
rounds, but you are reduced to 1 AP/round for the duration.
□ Fortitude: your Soak applies to fire, and one of: cold, acid, lightning.
□ Control: the spell can be cast as a reaction, and can be canceled.
□ Gift: you may cast this spell on a target you touch.

 Firestorm
A swirling sheet of flames surrounds you, dealing [sum] damage to
anything within a 10-m radius circle around you, excluding yourself.
□ Bend: you may selectively leave out targets of the area of effect.
□ Vacuum:
□ Blast: the spell stuns as if it did double damage. Knocks back 1d4 m.

 Toxic Mist
Breathe out a 5-m radius cloud of poisonous fog that remains for 3
rounds. Anyone inside it will take [sum] damage over 10 rounds.
□ Acid: the damage affects unliving materials as well.
□ Gusts: you may (as a free action) move the cloud 10 m each round.
□ Swirls: the cloud is concealing and continually shapeable.

 Power Within
Take damage equal to your max HP over [sum] rounds. For the
duration, you have a +5 on all physical checks and deal +50% damage.
□ Rush: gain 1 additional AP/round for the duration.
□ Delay: the damage is optionally taken at the end of the duration.
□ Gift: you may cast this spell on a target you touch.

 Living Blood
Cure or cause [sum] points of injuries, wounds and/or ailments
(applies over 8 hours) to a target you touch; once per week per target.
□ Grip: you may paralyze the target for the duration if they fail a save.
□ Delay: you may set the effect to apply up to a week afterwards.
□ Morph: you may move [dice] points between their physical stats.


